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Diamond Collection From Deep Earth
Redacted from full article ScienceDaily, 8 November 2016.
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/11/161108111143.htm
Denver Museum of Nature & Science
Researchers at the Denver Museum of Nature & Science and
University of British Columbia recently analyzed diamonds from
the Museum's collection and learned how an unusual chunk of
Africa formed.
It takes incredible heat and pressure to form a diamond. In the
process, microscopic minerals get trapped inside. The chemistry
of these inclusions provides a rare look at what formed Earth's
crust. The museum examined some of their diamonds from the
Congo craton in central southern Africa. These inclusions
illustrate an incredible 3-billion-year journey through tectonic
collisions and volcanic eruptions.

LARC youth member Tanner H. had a chance to
meet North Dakota Senator Tim Mathern while they
were both attending the RRV Fair this summer.
ND/ DFL had its street-tent footprint next door to
the LARC booth. Our young member had a smart,
active conversation with the incumbent legislator.
Please Come to the LARC
The international scientific team, led by author Charles W.
Kosman, used an electron microprobe, and two varied infrared
spectrometers for the analysis. "They're the ultimate time
capsules from deep Earth" Kosman said.
The diamonds formed when thinner continental fragments drove
beneath the thick, buoyant continental crust of central Africa.
Over 2.8 billion years, this part of Africa repeatedly rammed into
smaller and thinner fragments. These fragments slid downward
toward Earth's core, dehydrated by extreme heat and pressure,
and triggered formation of diamonds. They were then brought to
the surface in volatile eruptions, which pierced the hide of the
ancient African continent bringing the diamonds to the surface.
"The circumstances that led to the formation of these diamonds
trapping invaluable information inside are incredible," said James
Hagadorn, Museum's curator of geology. "Grueling conditions -temperatures five times hotter than your oven, and pressure 10
times that found below Mount Everest -- are what it takes to
freeze clues to Earth's evolution for studies such as this one."
Knowing how and where diamonds like these are formed informs
the ability to predict where to find future diamond deposits.

September 2018 Meeting
Wednesday, Sept 5,
NEW MEETING TIME 7:00 pm
Stevens Hall Room 136, NDSU
Program:
Show & Tell
(Whad ja Find this Summer?)
plus
Talking about the Club’s Lapidary Combo Unit
Up for closed AUCTION BID
planned for the October Meeting!
Guests are always welcome!

Lake Agassiz Rock Club
President:
Frank Svezia
Vice President:
James Zinke
Secretary
Chris Patenaude
Treasurer:
Terry Mallick
Silent Auctions:
Jerry Loegering
and/or other members as happens
Program planning ideas/volunteers welcome
What is our Purpose?
To create an interest and promote a knowledge of all
phases of geology in an informal setting.

Where and When Do We Meet?
The Geology Lab, Room 136, on the lower level of
Stevens Hall, NDSU, Fargo. Time: 7:30 p.m.
[From N.University Dr. turn West on 12th AveN.
Turn North on Bolley Dr. Drive just past Centennial
Blv. See Stevens Hall on west side of Bolley, 2nd
hall from the corner. To park, go into next driveway
ahead, on the left. Drive west, then left again behind
a laboratory building to Stevens Hall back-lot.]

How Much Are the Dues?
Single person—$20.00; Family—$30.00; College
(any school) students and youth (if not a family
member)—$10.00 per year. Send dues to Terry
Mallick, Treasurer; 416 3rd Avenue S., Moorhead,
MN 56560.

What Happens at Meetings?
We cover business; then the main program; a silent
auction of rocks, minerals, and fossils; and “lunch”.

What are some of our Club Activities?
Members and their families enjoy many exciting
activities. Youth are always welcome. Field trips are
taken to collecting areas in ND, SD, and MN. We do
exhibits at the R.R.V. Fair and other events. LARC
sponsors an award to an outstanding Geology
student at NDSU each year. Often we offer infolessons given just before the scheduled meetings.

What are Our Club Affiliations?

Minutes from June 6th, 2018 Meeting
Submitted by Chris Patenaude, Secretary
SHORTCUT VERSION for space

Prez, VP, Sec present. Treasurer off and about. Mins approved for
last meeting. Prep for RRVFair main topic. Our new trailer is at
Dan E’s…locked, loaded and inventoried. Sanding & new paint for
display cases will wait. Maybe never. Joe S. and Dan E. came up
with new idea for folding cases to fit flat for storage. To be cont…
Wayne H. (previous club Historian) wants to downsize library and
past Club memorabilia. Sent along some folders of such w/James
Z. for perusal and adoption. Also bucket of rocks for auction et al.
Cost mitigation: Strong push from many; in this mod e-world, make
the Rock Hound mostly digital. Get as many as poss sign up for
.pdf version. Ask a subscription for those who still want the paper
hardcopy…feedback on this, please. Otherwise it goes thru.
New Officer’s Election: Frank stays prez; Nina F. new VP; Terry M.
stays Treas; Crispy holds down Sec/Ed. Cuzza Pebble Pups
NEW MEETING TIME will be 7:00 PM to accommodate the youth.

Brad Smith’S Bench tipS
SAWING JUMP RINGS

The difficult part of making jump rings for me has
always been holding the coil while cutting off the
individual rings. I use a saw to get the best fit when
closing the rings later. I've seen all sorts of suggestions
for ways to hold the coil, but the one that works best for
me is this little jig made from scrap wood.
It's about 2 inches wide and 4-5 inches long with a
groove cut down its length to cradle the coil of wire and
a thin stop attached to the front end.
To cut the rings, thread your saw blade through the coil,
hold the coil down in the groove and against the front
stop, and saw through the bottom of the coil at about a
40 degree angle.
Don't forget to use some wax or cutting lube. It really
does make a difference. If you don't believe me, do an
experiment while you're cutting a lot of rings. Count
how many rings can be cut before the blade breaks.
First, do the test without lube, and then do it again while
adding some lube to the blade after cutting every 8-10
rings.
It's the best way I've ever found to hold the coils easily
and securely. If the coil doesn't move, you break fewer
blades. And it is safer than some other techniques
because you are cutting away from the fingers.

We are affiliated with the Midwest Federation of the
Mineralogical and Geological Societies and the
American Federation of Mineralogical Societies.

How Do We Keep in Touch?
The Lake Agassiz Rock Hound is our monthly
bulletin mailed one week before each meeting. Nonmembers may subscribe to it for $10.00 per year.
Members are urged to send news tips and articles to
the editor: Chris Patenaude P.O.Box 434, Perley,
MN 56574 or email LakeAgzRC70@yahoo.com.
Rock Hound articles may be reprinted if full credit is
given, unless otherwise noted.

Pick Up a Few New Jewelry Skills With Brad's
"How To Do It" Books
http://amazon.com/author/bradfordsmith

Kindly reminder of politeness and protocol
Our group is now becoming a reflection of the variety and
integration seen across the wider community of Fargo/ Moorhead. Diversity must be welcomed and celebrated. It is the
only way we will grow.

Whether or not these organisms excavated the tunnels is less
clear. The shape of the tunnels, examined under microscopy,
doesn't completely rule out a chemical origin, but certain
features characteristic of endolithic lairs, such as anastomoses
(connecting passages between adjacent tunnels) suggest the
tunnels were at least partially formed by endolithic microbes.

Our club is here to encourage everyone who loves the hobby
and interests defined by our membership in AFMS and MWF.
Any discriminatory activity will not be tolerated.
There was an uncomfortable incident [mean, critical
commentary] which was experienced by a valued member
earlier this year. Because of this happenstance, the person
has chosen not to come regularly to the meetings. It was only
recently this came forward.
LARC, its officers and members shouldn't be disrespectful
towards any member, officer, visitor or individual at our
meetings. This includes hurtful attitudes or comments based
on someone else's nationality, culture, language, age, gender
identity, social class or disability.
Lake Agassiz Rock Club observes all federal and state laws
that may apply. LARC is an equal opportunity organization in
all regards. If any discourtesy is reported, LARC will take
action, up to and including terminating a membership if it is
deemed necessary. Sometimes a nice apology goes a long
way to settling a misunderstanding.

People are just like rocks…
none of them are exactly the same.

Tiny tunnels inside garnets
caused by drilling of microorganisms
Complex systems of microscopic tunnels have been found inside
garnet crystals from Thailand! This caught the fascination of
Magnus Ivarsson of the University of Southern Denmark and
colleagues. Their study has been published in the open-access
journal PLOS ONE, August 8, 2018.
The findings were extremely surprising, that the tunnels are most
likely the result of microorganisms making their homes inside
these minerals.
Endolithic organisms are those that live inside a substrate, be it
mineral, wood, bone, or some other material. Some microbes
move into pre-existing cavities while others dig their own way in.
Yet this behavior is unexpected in highly resistant minerals like
garnet.
The garnet specimens in question came from river sediments
and soils in Thailand. In this study, Ivarsson and crew examined
the structure of these microscopic tunnels and what might be
inside them. They were trying to determine whether they were
formed by non-living processes such as chemical erosion or
maybe something biological at work.
Chemical analysis of the tunnels found lingering organic
compounds and filament-like structures reminiscent of bacteria
and fungi. This strongly suggesting that microbes once lived
inside.

Microphotograph of network of tubular structures
originating at garnet surface. Credit: Ivarsson 2018
These tunnels were originally noted because they "significantly
decrease the quality and value of the garnets as gems," but
this study has shown that they also represent a previously
unrecognized habitat for endolithic organisms. In iron-poor
sediments like those studied here, garnets represent a rare
source of iron for iron-oxidizing microbes, but confirming the
identity of the tunnel-borers will require observations of live
organisms in a laboratory setting.
Ivarsson notes: "The reported tunnel system in garnets
represents a new endolithic habitat in a hard silicate mineral
otherwise seen to be resistant to abrasion or chemical attack."

Lake Agassiz Rock Hound
P.O. Box 434
Perley, MN 56574

A Bloomin’ Flower in the Mineral World
Fluorite naturally occurs in all colors of the spectrum. The
hues may be very intense and almost electric. Pure Fluorite
is colorless; colors are caused by various impurities. Some
color intensities might be caused by hydrocarbons, and if so,
can be reduced by heating. Shady dealers may apply oil
treatment to lesser-grade Fluorite to enhance luster.
Fluorite has odd cleavage abilities. Perfect cleavage parallels
can be learned so as to chip (rather than cut or grind) an
almost-right shape into a perfect form. This is due to the
isometric bonds of its CaF2 (Calcium Fluoride) crystal.

A pure example of Fluorite and a similar one under “black-light”
Green example of a
Octahedron Fluorite
--- And below,
A cubic-twin variation
in purple.

The word "fluorescent" is derived from the mineral Fluorite.
The eerie, glowing effect of an ultra-violet lamp, on any other
mineral that reacts, owes the term to the spectacular, classic
reactions of Fluorite to “black light”.

Both shown under
natural light.

Different ways Fluorite Crystals Can Grow

Intense yellow Fluorite gem
The Smithsonian collection

